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Abstract 

Fault diagnosis in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) is very interesting topic. Diagnosis algorithm should be efficient to find 

the status (either faulty or fault free) of each host in the network. Dynamic fault identification is more complex and difficult than 

static fault. In this paper, i proposed Dynamic Distributed Diagnosis Model to identify dynamic faults arising during the testing 

stage of the diagnosis time period. The model assumes that the MANET topology is static throughout the diagnosis time period. 

Our model works on a network with n number of hosts, which is σ- diagnosable. Where σ is one less than the minimum degree 

of a host in the network. It has two variation based on distribution method, first is simple flooding approach and second is based 

on spanning tree. The flooding based model consists of two stages; testing stage and distribution stage. The spanning tree based 

model has three stages: a) In testing stage, I have used the concept of heartbeat, where every mobile broadcasts a response 

message at fixed interval, so that a host can correctly be diagnosed by at least one fault free neighbour. b) Building stage 

constructs a spanning tree with fault-free mobiles.  c) Distribution stage, with the help of spanning tree, distributes the local 

diagnostic views through the fault- free mobiles. After aggregating the entire views, initiator host distributes the global 

diagnostic view to the fault free mobiles down the spanning tree. In this approach, all fault free units reached to an agreement 

about the status of other hosts in the network. Further, i have given the proof of correctness and completeness of our model and 

found the time complexity, and compared the replication results with the existing fault diagnosis protocols.  
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET): 

An ad-hoc network is a collection of wireless mobile hosts that form a temporary network without any centralized 

administration. In this environment, it may be necessary for one host to enlist other hosts in forwarding a packet to its destination 

due to limited transmission range of wireless network interfaces. Each host operates not only as a host but also as a router 

forwarding packets for other mobile hosts in the network that may not be within the direct transmission range of each other. Each 

host participates in an ad-hoc routing protocol that allows it to discover multihop paths through the network to any other host. 

This idea of mobile ad-hoc network is also called infrastructure less networking, since the mobile hosts in the network 

dynamically establish routing among themselves to from their own network on the fly. 

'Ad hoc' means 'for this' in Latin, meaning 'for this special purpose only', by expansion it is a special network for a specific 

application. An Ad-hoc wireless network consists of a set of mobile hosts that are connected through the wireless links. In Ad-

hoc network, communication is based on the principle of broadcast radio station and reception of electromagnetic waves. The 

varied characteristics of wireless networks as compared to their wired security parts addresses various issues such as mobility of 

hosts, limited bandwidth, error likely to broadcast channels, hidden and exposed terminal problems and limitations. 

A main problem in designing MANET is control failure of hosts. Each host in the system can be in one of two states faulty or 

fault-free. The hosts may be failing because of battery discharge, crash or limitation in age. I consider the fault to be permanent 

i.e., a damaged host remains damaged until it is repaired or replaced. Yet i consider both hard faults as ill as soft faults. Soft 

faulted units can communicate with its neighbours but with changed behaviours, where as hard faulted units cannot communicate 

with its neighbours at all.  

Again i consider both static and dynamic faults. Static faults cannot get up during diagnosis session but dynamic faults can. 

Fault identification is one of the most essential parts in many protocols. When any changed behaviour is shown by hosts of the 

network, a diagnosis function is started to determine which hosts has shown abnormal behaviour. This is called as Diagnosis; 

Diagnosis is classified based on the occurrence of fault. It is simply classified as static diagnosis and dynamic diagnosis. 

In static diagnosis, the faults are not occurring during the diagnosis session. 

In dynamic diagnosis, the faults can occur during the diagnosis session, which is challenging to handle because host can be faulty 

after it has been diagnosed as fault-free by other host. 

Many previous models introduced to diagnose the network; a comparison based distributed fault diagnosis protocol for ad-hoc 

network called Static-DSDP (Distributed Self-Diagnosis Protocol), which used flooding method to distribute the information, 
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pushed the message complexity up. To reduce the message complexity of static-DSDP, Dynamic-DSDP (Distributed Self-

Diagnosis Protocol) has been proposed by Elhadef et al. [1], which assume an σ-diagnosable situation that means each host 

linked with at least one fault-free neighbour. Dynamic-DSDP used spanning tree based distribution approach to reduce the 

message complexity with additional overhead of spanning tree building time. 

The above two models deal with the permanent fault. Subbiah et al. [2] presented a model called Heartbeat Forward for 

partially connected network, they introduced dynamic fault diagnosis model for hard fault. The advantage of this protocol are, 

introducing dynamic fault diagnosis as ill as taking less time to complete diagnosis, but the disadvantage of this protocol is that it 

uses flooding method which causes high message complexity. 

In this Paper, recommended two models for dynamic fault diagnosis in MANET. I have used comparison based diagnosis 

method to detect faulty and faulty-free hosts. That means successfully detect the dynamic faults during Testing Stage. For 

distributing the correct information to other host i have used two approaches; in first approach called Dynamic Distributed 

Diagnosis with Flooding (DDD Flooding), flooding method has been used and in second approach called Dynamic Distributed 

Diagnosis with Spanning Tree (DDD Spanning Tree), spanning tree method has been used.  

The spanning tree based model has three stages; 

1) In testing stage, i have used the concept of heartbeat, where every mobile broadcasts a response message at fixed 

interval, so that all hosts are correctly diagnosed by at least one fault free neighbor. 

2) In Building stage constructs a spanning tree with fault-free mobiles.  

3) In Distribution stage, with the help of spanning tree, distributes the local diagnostic views to the parents. After 

combining the entire assessments, initiator host distributes the global diagnostic view to the fault free mobiles down the 

spanning tree. In this method, all fault free units reach to an agreement about the status of other hosts in the network. 

 Motivation: 

After the study, i found that the actuality of faulty host disturbs the efficiency of the network, which makes the network 

unreliable. Faulty hosts cannot communicate with the other mobiles or send unexpected results. It unnecessarily consumes 

energy and cause conflict.  

Many protocols introduced by researchers to identify the fault in ad-hoc network are for static diagnosis, where host cannot 

change their status during diagnosis session. The fault (hard or soft) identification in dynamic diagnosis is more difficult than 

static diagnosis; during the diagnosis fault-free host can be faulty. 

 Objective: 

My objectives are: 

- To design and develop a distributed system level diagnosis algorithm for identifying the fault status of various hosts in 

MANET where hosts are subjected to hard and soft faults under a dynamic faults environment 

- To compare the proposed method with the existing algorithms based on message and time complexity. 

II. BASIC CONCEPTS 

In wireless networks, transmission is done from host to host. Each host acts as router for transmitting and receiving packets to 

other hosts. An ad-hoc network connection is temporarily created to transmit the data. If the network is established for a long 

time, it is called simple local area network (LAN). 

A wireless network uses a decentralized base station to which all hosts must communicate with. A peer-to-peer connection can 

increase the distance of the wireless network. 

The different types of networks presented are Wired and Wireless networks. 

Wired networks are different from wireless networks. Wired network is connected from point to point. These networks are 

usually more efficient, less cost and faster than wireless networks due to their strong linking with the help of Switches and Hubs. 

After establishing the connection there is less chance of disconnection. Speed of wired network is about 100bps to 1000bps.  

Wireless networks use radio frequencies waves to transmit and receive data in-stead of using some physical cables. The varied 

characteristics of wireless networks as compared to their wired counterparts, address various issues such as mobility of hosts, 

limited bandwidth, error prone broadcast channels, hidden and exposed terminal problems and power constraints. 

Routing in ad-hoc networks has been a challenging task. The main cause for this is the constant change in network topology 

due to high degree of host mobility. A number of protocols have been developed to remove this problem. An ad hoc network 

dynamically forms a provisional network without using any existing network infrastructure.  

The characteristics of ad-hoc network routing protocol are: 

1) Simple 

2) Less storage space 

3) Loop free 

4) Short control message 

5) Less power consumption 

6) Multiple disjoint routes 
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7) Fast rerouting mechanism 

A number of routing protocols like Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV), Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), 

Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) and Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV) have been implemented. 

[3] 

III. APPLICATION OF AD-HOC NETWORKS 

The area of wireless networking emerges from the combination of cellular technology, personal computing and the Internet 

through which i can access information and services electronically, regardless of their geographic position.  

I can access continuously changing information from anywhere, anytime due to the increasing interaction between computing 

and communication. Wireless networks have become popular in the computing commerce. The applications of the ad-hoc 

network are vast. 

Wireless ad-hoc network is has no any fixed infrastructure. Hosts are free to move randomly and generate random topology. 

The neighbours change due to the random movement of hosts. Ad-hoc networks are more appropriate in situations where a fixed 

infrastructure is not possible. Some examples are: 

 Military Application: 

Ad-hoc network is initially developed for military application. Rapid formation of network and survivability are key 

requirements in military battlefield. A military needs security than other commercial or personal uses in MANET. A military 

scenario requires higher security for both information and topology. In such circumstances, i may need to blueprint the 

functionalities: 

1) All secrete information is highly desired to protect for privacy and integrity. 

2) Military applications need to require network topology secret and don't allow traffic analysis. Routing protocol 

designers should try hard to hide the network topology from unauthorized. 

 Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs): 

Wireless personal area network is used to cover small area within about 10 meters with limited transmission. The network is 

created among personal computer and mobile computing device such as telephones and personal digital assistants through the 

wireless connection. The technology for WPANs is under development. 

 Disaster and Rescue Operations: 

Disaster or earthquake destroys communication and information system network. Residents cannot be used the disaster area. 

Therefore, it is required to reconstruct the communication and network system which can be quickly done by ad-hoc network. 

A mobile ad-hoc network is also used in Bluetooth technology, which is designed for a private area network via wireless link 

between devices, such as printers and personal computers. An ad-hoc network system also supports Wi-Fi protocol. 

IV. FAULTS DESCRIPTIONS 

A host becomes faulty because of battery discharge, crash and limitation in age. An important problem in designing hosts 

MANET is handling failure of hosts is the distributed self-diagnosis problem. In distributed self-diagnosis system each mobile 

host is able to diagnose the status of all hosts and knows the correct status of other hosts in the network. 

 Types of Faults: 

Each host in the system can be in one of two states faulty or fault-free. Faults can be categorized based on their duration, how it 

behaves after failure and occurrence of fault during diagnosis session. 

 Based on the Duration 

Based on duration faults can be of three types: 

1) Transient fault: A transient fault appears in a network for short time. The recovery of transient faults from system is 

performed by using repeated-round techniques. A probabilistic model used for the action of faulty periods, and a fault 

analysis is used to obtain the optimum retry period. 

2) Intermittent fault: It is problematic type of transient fault; i can't predict its appearance and disappearance in the 

network. An intermittent fault is occurred by several factors, some may be effect randomly, which occur 

simultaneously. These factors can only be identified when malfunction is occurred. Intermittent faults are difficult to 

identify and repair. 

3) Permanent fault: Once it appears in network it remains until it removed and repaired by some external administrator. 

Permanent faults are simpler to deal. 

 Based on the Behaviour 

Based on behaviour faults can be of two types: 
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1) Soft Fault: Soft faulted units can communicate with its neighbours but with unexpected behaviours and always give 

undesirable response. 

2) Hard fault: Hard faulted units cannot communicate with its neighbours. It neither sends nor receives any information 

from the network. 

 Based on the Occurrence 

Based on occurrence faults can be of two types: 

1) Static fault: All faulty hosts faulty from the starting of diagnosis session. The fault-free host can't be faulty during 

diagnosis session. 

2) Dynamic fault: Fault-free host may become faulty during diagnosis session. It is hard to diagnosis because any host may 

fail after it diagnosed fault-free by any fault-free host. 

V. FAULT DIAGNOSIS 

Fault identification is one of the most important parts in many protocols. When the actual behaviour is deviated by system or 

hosts of the system, a diagnosis function started to determine which host performed abnormal behaviour that is called diagnosis. 

Diagnosis is classified based on the occurrence of fault. It simply can be classified as static diagnosis and dynamic diagnosis. 

In static diagnosis, the fault does not occur during the diagnosis session; they already appeared in the networks. 

In dynamic diagnosis, the faults can occur during the diagnosis session, it is hard to handle because host can be faulty after it 

has been diagnosed as fault-free by other host. I considered the problem of dynamic failures of host and eliminate those hosts 

from the network. Earlier all work has share out with the static fault situation where host cannot be faulty during diagnosis 

period. 

 Methods of Fault Diagnosis: 

Several diagnosis methods have been adopted based either on invalidation models, such as the PMC model, or comparison 

models, broadcast comparison model.  

The comparison model is most promising approach in which a set of task is assigned to hosts and outcomes are compared with 

their neighbour’s outcomes. Various generalized comparison approach have been used.  

In this approach the comparison is done by the hosts themselves. The generalized comparison outcomes can be summarized as 

follows. If the tester and the tested hosts are fault-free, the comparison outcome is 0. If at least one of the tested hosts is faulty 

and the tester host is fault-free comparison outcome is 1. If the tester host is faulty, the comparison result is unpredictable (0 or 

1).  

Our model is restricted to detect dynamic fault during the testing stage with accuracy. In future i will try to propose the new 

algorithm which can identify the dynamic fault during the diagnosis time period with less time complexity with accuracy. 

VI. WORK ON DIAGNOSIS MODELS 

I find in diagnosis Dynamic Distributed Diagnosis Model to identify dynamic faults arising during the testing stage of the 

diagnosis time period. The model assumes that each host has fixed and same set of neighbours i.e. the MANET topology is static 

throughout the diagnosis session. Our model working on a network with n number of hosts which is σ-diagnosable. It has two 

difference based on Distribution method, first is simple flooding approach and second is based on spanning tree. 

The flooding based model consists of two Stages; a testing Stage and a Distribution Stage. The spanning tree based model has 

three Stages; a testing Stage, a building Stage and a Distribution Stage.  

In testing Stage, i have used the concept of Heartbeat, where every mobile broadcasts a response message at fixed interval, so 

that all hosts are correctly diagnosed by at least one of their fault-free neighbour. 

Building Stage constructs a spanning tree with fault-free mobile phone.  

Distribution Stage, with the help of spanning tree, distributes the local diagnostic views to the parents. After aggregating the 

entire views, initiator host distributes the global diagnostic view to the fault free mobiles down the spanning tree. 

In this way, all fault free units reach to an agreement about the status of other hosts in the network. In this paper i have 

provided a brief description about the proposed model and its working principle with the help of algorithm.  

 System Model: 

A system is composed by n number of hosts called mobiles; they link with each other via a packet radio network. It is distributed 

dynamic diagnosis. Network delivers messages reliably. Each time the receiver of the message can identify its sender. Every host 

has its own id. Every host has 'M' number of predefined tasks with the task ids. The topology of the network at time 't' can be 

described as a directed graph G(t) = (V; L(t)), where V is the set of hosts, denoting mobiles and L(t) is the set of links at time 't'. 

A channel access protocol is executed to solve the collision problems. The communication protocol supports a 1-hop reliable 

broadcast Primitive. 
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 Fault Model: 

Faults are permanent. Nature of faults are hard and soft fault. Host can be faulty during the testing Stage of diagnosis time 

period. The fault free host can be faulty, but after send the last response message hosts are not allowed to change their status. 

Fault-free host can be faulty but faulty host cannot be fault-free. Maximum number of faulty host could be σ i.e. σ· k ¡ 1 for 

connected network, where the k is minimum number of hosts if remove k number of hosts then graph can disconnect. A diameter 

of graph is DG. A MANET is called σ-diagnosable if all faulty mobiles can be unambiguously identified, provided the number of 

faulty mobiles doesn't exceed σ. 

 Diagnostic Model: 

Proposed model is a distributed diagnosis model. This model introduced a comparison-based diagnostic model for ad hoc 

networks. Proposed model considered the problem of fault-diagnosis during the diagnosis session of wireless and Mobile Ad hoc 

Networks (MANETs) using the comparison approach. In this approach, a network consists of a collection of n independent 

heterogeneous mobiles or stationary hosts interconnected via wireless links, they randomly pick any task from the memory and 

compute the task for the result and send to the neighbours. When the host receives the response then host compute the same task 

and matches the result. In dynamic diagnosis a fault-free host can be faulty during testing Stage of the diagnosis session. In the 

work on model, every mobile device will send the response at times during the testing Stage of the diagnosis time period to 

identify the status of the mobile hosts. 

 Dynamic Distributed Diagnosis Model: 

In the work I proposed Dynamic Distributed Diagnosis model, which is based on Heartbeat Forward [4] dynamic fault 

identification model. Heartbeat- Forward model identified the faulty hosts for the partially connected network; the nature of the 

fault is hard fault. In the proposed model i find the soft as ill as hard faults in mobile ad hoc network. Our model works under the 

assumptions described in the previous sections. The main idea is to identify the dynamic fault in the ad hoc network during the 

Testing Stage of the diagnosis session. Based on the Distribution method i have taken two variant of Dynamic Distributed 

Diagnosis model, first use simple flooding approach (DDD Flooding) and second is based on spanning tree (DDD Spanning 

Tree). The flooding based model consists of two Stages; a testing Stage and a Distribution Stage. The spanning tree based model 

has three Stages; a testing Stage, a building Stage and a Distribution Stage.  

 Testing Stage: 

The main portion of the fault diagnosis model is Testing Stage, which conclude for a mobile host that which of its neighbours are 

faulty and which fault-free. At the end of this Stage every host possesses list of faulty and fault free neighbours. The algorithm 

for Testing Stage is two: First structure of mobile host x is listed. Host x receives following packets from the mobile host y 

during the Testing Stage: 

 Algorithm 1 Testing Stage: 

Data Structure for any mobile host x: 

N t(x): neighbours set of mobile host x at the time diagnosis i.e. t ≤ t’ ≤ t + Tout   

F(x): set of hosts diagnosed as faulty, initialization to ᵠ 

FF(x): set of hosts diagnosed as faulty-free, initialization to ᵠ 

t x: current time (associated with mobile host x). 

Mobile host x receive following packets from mobile host y € N(x): 

INIT DIAGNOSIS: < INIT_ DIAGNOSIS; ɵ; Tout > 

If ((not) INIT DIAGNOSIS x) then 

INIT DIAGNOSIS x ← true; 

TIMEOUT x ← t x + Tout; 

Rebroadcast the INIT_DIAGNOSIS packet; 

SENDLIFE_RESPONSE (ɵ); 

else 

Drop the packet; 

end if 

LIFE RESPONSE: < LIFE RESPONSE; id y; id task; R y; seq_no y > 

if ((not)TIMEOUT) then 

if ((< id y; seq_no y > ≠ < id y; seq_nolast_seq_no >)and(id y € F x)) then 

Host[y]:last_seq_no ← seq_no y; 

generate the response R for task having task id i.e. id task and compare with R y; 

if (R y == R) then 

FF x ← FF x U {y}; 

else 
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F x ← F x U {y}; 

FF x ← FF x - {y}; 

end if 

else 

Drop the packet; 

end if 

else 

Drop the packet; 

end if 

TIMEOUT: when timeout occur to mobile host x i.e. the Testing Stage of diagnosis session is over. 

TIMEOUT ← true; 

F x ← F x U {N x(t’) - (FF x U F x)}; 

for all l €  FF x do 

if (host[l].last_seq_no < host[x].last_seq_no) then 

Fx ← Fx U{l}; 

FF x ← FF x – {l}; 

end if 

end for 

 INIT_DIAGNOSTIC:  

I consider a fault free host as initiator, which will generate the INIT_DIAGNOSTIC packet to intimate the mobile hosts of the 

network about the starting of Diagnosis session and flood it to the network. Each host after receiving the INIT DIAGNOSTIC 

packet first time performs following things: 

- Set INIT DIAGNOSTIC x as true. 

Algorithm 2 SENDLIFE_RESPONCE 

Procedure SENDLIFE_RESPONCE (β)    where β is time interval 

 If (t x == β and t x ≠   Timeout x) then 

Randomly pick the task by memory and generate response R for task i. 

Seq_no x ← last_seq_no x =1; 

list_responce (LIFE_RESPONCE, id x, id task R x, seq_no x); 

SENDLIFE_RESPONCE (t x + β); 

End if 

End Procedure 

- Call the procedure SENDLIFE RESPONSE with β i.e. the time interval as the parameter. 

- Set Timeout x as current time t x plus Tout and rebroadcast the INIT_DIAGNOSTIC packet. 

The procedure SENDLIFE RESPONSE is used to generate the LIFE RESPONSE packet at every β interval till the timeout 

occurs. The procedure is defined more precisely in Algorithm-2. 

 Life Response:  

After getting the suggestion of the initialization of the diagnosis time the mobile host sends the LIFE RESPONSE packet with 

the interval till timeout occurs. The packet format is < LIFE RESPONSE; id y; id task; R y; seq_no y >, where id y is the sender id, 

id task is the task id, R y is the response generated by host y with task id task and sequence number of the response. The mobile host 

who receives the LIFE RESPONSE packet does the following things: 

- Check if TIMEOUT occurs, the receiver host does not process the LIFE RESPONSE packet, otherwise it process the packet 

and check further. 

- If mobile host previously received the LIFE RESPONSE with same sequence number or the sender host is in the faulty set, 

then it drops the packet, otherwise does further processing. 

- After receiving the fresh response packet by the host it updates the last sequence number received and generates the 

response of the task for given task id. 

- Compares the generated response R with the received response Ry. 

If both responses are same, add the sender host id to the fault-free host set; otherwise add the sender host id to the faulty host 

set and remove the sender id from the fault-free host set. 

In this way, the hard faults can be found after the timeout occurs to the mobile host. 

 Timeout:  

When timeout occurs to the mobile host i.e. the time delay expires for the Testing Stage then variable TIMEOUT become true 

and the mobile calculates the hard faulty neighbors with the given conditions in the algorithm. The neighbor hosts which don't 
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respond till the timeout were considered as hard faulty hosts and the hosts stop sending the response after some time were also 

considered as hard faulty hosts and add those faulty host ids to the faulty set.  

After the testing stage i do not allow any new faults into the network. Just after the timeout the initiator host starts sending the 

ST_MSG to construct the spanning tree in the Building State. 

Algorithm 3 Building Stage 

Data Structure for any mobile host x: 

Parent Selected: set to true once the host x sends its ST_MSG message, initialized to false. 

Children x: the set of mobile hosts that are considered as children of host x in the Spanning Tree. 

FF y:  fault free set of host y. 

F y: faulty set of node y. 

Mobile host x will receive following packets from mobile host y € N(x): 

ST_MSG: <ST_MSG, y, z> 

If (y € FF x) 

   If (x==z) then 

 Children x ← Children x U {y}; 

  else if (Parent Selected == false) then 

 Parent x ← y; 

 Parent selected ← true; 

 L_rb( ST_MSG; x; y); 

 Set_Time (Tout); 

End if 

else 

Drop the packet; 

end if 

TIMEOUT: when the delay Tout has expired. 

if (Children x == Á) then 

l_rb (LOCAL DIAGNOSTIC; F x; FF x); 

end if 

 Building Stage: 

For distributing the diagnosis information in the network i used existing approach, based on spanning tree [6]. There are two 

popular methods: flooding based and spanning tree based. Flooding based method is very easy but consumes more energy 

because of redundancy and complexity. Flooding doesn't require building stage to distribute the information at all. Whereas 

spanning tree method consumes less energy and consumes less message complexity. Therefore, in the proposed model i use 

spanning tree based approach to distribute the local as well as global diagnosis information to the network. In Building Stage i 

construct the spanning tree, as explained in [5, 6]. Construction of ST (spanning tree) is done by the set of fault-free nodes. In the 

algorithm described in Algorithm-3 ST_MSG packet is used to construct the ST. The initiator node initiates the building stage by 

broadcasting the ST MSG packet with two information sender id and the parent id of the sender with the format as follows: < 

ST_MSG; y; z >. If a mobile node does not have parent, the sender node becomes its parent, if the sender is not faulty. After 

finding the parent, mobile node set the variable Parent Selected as true, so that it can ignore further ST_MSG message it receives 

from the fault free nodes. After that it broadcasts the ST MSG as sender itself and with the determined parent node id, for 

making the children and intimating the parent node. After a mobile sends the ST_MSG message, another timer is set to the time 

bound Tout. If the parent node of the sender is itself then add the sender node id to the set of children. If timeout occurs, the node 

which does not have any children starts sending the local diagnosis information to its parents and initiates the distribution stage. 

 Distribution Stage: 

After the spanning tree has been made, all the leave hosts of the spanning tree start sending their local diagnostic information to 

their parents and after receiving the local diagnostic information of all its children, a parent will forward the aggregated local 

diagnostic information to its parent, by adding its own local diagnostic information.  

Algorithm 4: Distribution Stage 

Data Structure for any mobile node x: 

System Diagnosed: set to true once the states of all mobiles are identified, initialized to false. 

Children: initialized to Á. 

Mobile node x will receive following packets from mobile node y 2 N(x): 

repeat 

LOCAL DIAGNOSTIC: < LOCAL DIAGNOSTIC; F y; FF y > 

if (y € Children x) then 

FF x ← FF x U FF y; 

F x ← F x U F y; 
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children ← children U {y}; 

if (Children x == children) then  mobile x waits for all its children's diagnosis views. 

L_rb(LOCAL DIAGNOSTIC; F x; FF x); 

end if 

end if 

GLOBAL DIAGNOSTIC: < GLOBAL DIAGNOSTIC; F; FF > 

if (x == initiator) then 

l_rb(GLOBAL DIAGNOSTIC; F x; FF x); 

System Diagnosed ← true; 

end if 

if (y == Parent x) then 

FFx ← FF; 

F x ← F; 

if (Children x  ≠ Á) then 

l_rb(GLOBAL DIAGNOSTIC; F; FF); 

end if 

SystemDiagnosed ← true;  

end if 

until (SyetemDiagnosed == true) 

This process continues until all the local diagnostic information has reached the initiator node which is the root of the ST. Now 

Initiator node has the global diagnostic information of the fault status of the network and will forward it down the ST, which 

result in all fault-free mobile nodes having a global view of the network [6]. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

I worked an algorithm to detect and diagnose the faulty host in MANET. The described model has two variation depends on 

Distribution of local view to the network. Testing Stage is same in both models. In DDD Flooding, after the testing Stage every 

host of the network floods their local view and in the DDD Spanning Tree, after the testing Stage fault-free hosts build one 

spanning tree and distribute the local and global assessment through the spanning tree.  

Our model is restricted to detect dynamic fault during the testing stage with accuracy. In near future i will try to propose the new 

algorithm which can identify the dynamic fault during the diagnosis time period with less time complexity with accuracy. 
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